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Headquartered in Akron, Ohio USA, Performance Health is a leading designer, manufacturer and marketer of branded 
rehabilitation and wellness products sold into a variety of U.S. clinical markets, through leading national retailers and in 
over one hundred countries through a multi-national network of distribution partners. Our Company‘s product offering 
includes an innovative line of a broad range of rehabilitation and wellness products, including progressive resistance 
bands and tubing, exercise balls, hand exercisers, stability trainers and a number of other specialty products and 
market-leading topical analgesics. In addition, we formulate and manufacture a variety of highly engineered products 
primarily for dental and specialty healthcare applications. Performance Health markets its diverse product offering 
under the well-known and highly recognized TheraBand®, Biofreeze®, TheraPearl®, Cramer®, Bon Vital®, Perform®, and 
Hygenic brand names. Our strength lies on our brand portfolio, coupled with the widely acknowledged and proven 
clinical efficacy of our products.

Performance Health has a long history as a pioneer in the rehabilitation and wellness market, having developed 
innovative products that serve as benchmarks for their respective categories and setting the standard in clinical 
efficacy, quality and performance. In addition, many of our products are purchased by clinicians and resold to patients 
for in-home use, thereby creating profit centers within their practices. As a result, our products are the brands of 
choice among rehabilitation and wellness professionals and are commonly incorporated into patient care protocols. 

Performance Health develops products that help people manage their pain, restore their strength and improve their 
overall condition and health. Our commitment to clinical professionals includes practice-building support, evidence-
based protocols, clinical and product education, turn-key dispensing and pain management solutions appropriate for 
rehabilitation, massage, podiatric, performance and wellness practitioners. Our core brands work together to promote 
the four components of an active lifestyle: Flexibility, Strength, Balance and Cardio. Together, they enable a return to 
activity following injury, and a lifelong commitment to an active lifestyle.

As TheraBand has grown worldwide, our facilities have expanded to better serve our global customers. Performance 
Health owns and operates two manufacturing facilities, located in Akron, Ohio and Ipoh, Malaysia, that manufacture 
all TheraBand products. Each facility is ISO 9000:2008 certified and approved to manufacture products according to 
specific FDA and Quality System Regulation (QSR) guidelines. The TheraBand products are distributed to customers 

Performance Health Story
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around the world from Akron, Ohio USA, Tilburg, in The Netherlands and Ipoh, Malaysia to our customers in the Asia 
Pacific area. In addition, Performance Health has Customer Service in Athens, Greece and Akron, Ohio USA.

Akron, Ohio

Tilburg, Niederlande

Athen, Griechenland Ipoh, Malaysia 
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Pioneered in 1976, Performance Health introduced its first proprietary consumer-facing product - TheraBand®, a line of 
highly engineered progressive resistance exercise bands. TheraBand leveraged our Company‘s core competencies of its 
Hygenic Specialty & Dental segment to formulate and manufacture specialty latex and polymers branded TheraBand. 
The first TheraBand product was revolutionary in its design, utilizing a proprietary color spectrum based on precise 
levels of resistance and consistent progression for patient rehabilitation.

TheraBand Professional Resistance Bands 
are the original system of progressive 
resistance in the industry. Today, including 
tubing, band loops, latex-free options and 
other configurations, they comprise the 
leading line of progressive elastic resistance 
products. The TheraBand product portfolio 
has expanded to include exercise balls, 
stability trainers, FlexBars®, range of motion 
products, massage products, hand therapy 
products, aquatic exercise tools and a host 
of other solutions that round out the System 
of Progressive Exercise. TheraBand products 
support movement through progressive levels 
of exercise. The entire portfolio of products 
carries the same commitment to professional 
quality, effectiveness and durability as 
the original TheraBand Resistance Bands 
produced almost 40 years ago.

History of TheraBand®

6
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TheraBand® Academy History

Evidence for the clinical use of TheraBand® products is provided by the TheraBand Academy, which promotes and 
disseminates research and educational initiatives throughout the world. Established in 1999 by Dr. Phil Page PhD, 
PT, ATC, CSCS, FACSM, the TheraBand Academy has the most comprehensive database on elastic resistance and 
other TheraBand products. On the www.TheraBandAcademy.com website, you can find references, articles, protocols 
and outcomes, to support Evidence-Based Practice. The TheraBand Academy is a unique resource that connects 
healthcare professionals and consumers to an ever-growing body of knowledge, featuring free exercises, research and 
education, including.

• 900+ exercises and 200 pre-made 
programs, including videos that allow you 
to print, save & share exercise programs

• 2000+ reference articles and protocols in    
a searchable database

TheraBand Academy website pages can also be 
quickly translated into several languages. The 
site features specialized learning portals that 
are designed to help you find things quickly. 
Several established international partners are 
listed on the TheraBand Academy pages, which 
include educational workshop locations in their 
regions. In addition, you can stay connected to 
a wealth of clinical uses and proven protocols 
involving TheraBand products by subscribing 
to the Academy Research Blog at
http://blog.TheraBandAcademy.com

7

listed on the TheraBand Academy pages, which 
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Our international Scientific Advisory Committee 
was established in 1999 by Dr. Phil Page.  Known 
as “TRAC”, this committee is the therapy 
and professional wellness industry’s premier 
global clinical advisory group who direct, 
perform, support and review clinical research.  
TRAC members from clinical and scientific 
backgrounds represent several countries and 
disciplines. All members of TRAC conduct their 
own clinical research, which provides evidence-
based support for product use. TRAC meets 
annually to review and discuss their research on 
Performance Health products.

TRAC and Phil Page

Phil Page, PhD, PT, ATC, CSCS, FACSM

TheraBand® Trusted Progression

But not all elastic resistance products are 
equal—and TheraBand® is the clear market 
leader. Practitioners have awarded TheraBand 
that position because of a renowned, time-
tested history of success and advocacy. If it 
doesn’t say “TheraBand” on the band or tube, 
it’s an imitation. As each level in a rehabilitation 
or strengthening program is mastered, patients 
can increase resistance and the degree of 
challenge accordingly. They simply follow the 
recognized TheraBand color sequence, which 
offers up to eight levels of challenge—from 
least challenging to most difficult: Tan, Yellow, 
Red, Green, Blue, Black, Silver, and Gold. “One 
System for All Needs”

TheraBand elastic resistance products have 
always been based on a color progression 
system that follows a progression in the force 
required to elongate the band or tube. Because 
customers now require latex-free options, we’ve 
spent years perfecting our latex-free bands so 
they provide the same quality and consistent 
progression in resistance as our latex bands. 
As a result, all four types of TheraBand elastic 
resistance products (latex bands, latex-free 
bands, tubing, and now CLX) provide the same 
resistance levels and there is no need to use 
different charts. All TheraBand elastic products 
provide one system of progressive resistance. 
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For specific pull force values by TheraBand® color, you can refer to the chart below. However, clinicians no longer need 
to reference a chart during a hectic patient visit! Our elastic resistance products were calibrated so each progressive 
step now represents a consistent pull force increase of 25% in the clinical range (Tan through Black) and 40% in the 
advanced range (Black through Gold). That means the TheraBand color progression is now even easier to explain to 
patients and simple to remember. 

Researchers from around the world have established that elastic resistance is as effective as weights, machines 
and dumbbells, yet some still don’t believe that elastic resistance can provide an effective strengthening work out. 
Researchers from Spain, Colado & Triplett, published a study in the Journal of Strength and Conditioning Research 
in 2008 titled The Effects of a Short-Term Resistance 
Program Using Elastic Bands Versus Weight Machines 
for Sedentary Middle-Aged Women. In the study, 
both training groups significantly improved strength 
& body composition. In another study from 2010, 
Dr. Lars Andersen and his colleagues in Denmark 
published a study in the journal Physical Therapy, 
Muscle Activation and Perceived Loading During 
Rehabilitation Exercises: Comparison of Dumbbells 
and Elastic Resistance. The researchers found no 
significant difference between elastic and isotonic 
resistance in terms of muscle activation or exertion. 
And contrary to popular opinion, elastic resistance is 
capable of providing muscle hypertrophy as effectively 
as weight machines, according to Dr. Aboodarda and 
colleagues in Malaysia in their 2010 paper in Journal 
of Sports Science and Medicine Muscle Strength and 
Damage Following Two Modes of Variable Resistance 
Training.

COLOR      
INCREASE FROM PRECEDING 
COLOR AT 100% ELONGATION 100% ELONGATION

BLACK 25% 3.3

SILVER 40% 4.6

GOLD 40% 6.5

- 1.1

YELLOW 25% 1.3

RED 25% 1.7

GREEN 25% 2.1

BLUE 25% 2.6

PERCENT ELONGATION I RESISTANCE IN Kg
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Innovation = TheraBand® CLX

As the market leader, Performance Health has designed and created the next innovation of elastic resistance products 
with groundbreaking technology in TheraBand® CLX™ - Consecutive Loops!  The project was initiated over 4 years 
ago employing insightful Voice of The Customer research focusing on unmet needs of elastic resistance products and 
improvement opportunities to enhance the patient experience. After reviewing hundreds of customer inputs including 
comments on ease of gripping, anchoring bands, engagement to objects, user comfort, band durability, safety and 
more, TheraBand CLX was the outcome; a unique, exclusive resistance tool for rehabilitation and exercise.  This newly 
patent protected, latex-free product delivers versatility and ease of use that may increase exercise compliance to 
improve patient outcomes by its revolutionary and innovative series of loops and seals.

TheraBand CLX Easy Grip Loops™ completely eliminates the need to ever tie knots again. CLX provides multiple 
unique grip options and exercise possibilities like open and closed hand motions, holding sport specific objects during 
resistance training, and even “no grip required” exercises, and never before possible exercises – engaging upper and 
lower body simultaneously for a new workout experience. Never before has resistance training been so versatile, 
simple and inspiring.

TheraBand CLX is an all-in-one latex-free product delivering unparalleled value by doing more than a flat band, tubing, 
band loops, bands with handles and assorted anchors. Its intuitive design makes home exercise less complicated. 
No more knots is the key to requiring fewer accessories for exercise set-up providing clinicians with a time saving 
advantage for each in-clinic visit. A full video library of exercises can be found on the integrated App and at 
www.TheraBandCLX.com designed to highlight CLX’s features and enhance the user experience.

Designed, created and manufactured in Akron, Ohio USA, TheraBand CLX is the first major elastic resistance 
innovation in nearly 40 years, and demonstrates TheraBand’s market leading position in customer focused product 
development supported by quantifiable research, improving the lives of people through improved wellness and 
enhanced rehabilitation.
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Safety, Precautions and Maintenance

• This product is not intended to replace the advice and direction of your healthcare provider. If you have any medical 
conditions, be sure to check with your healthcare provider before using this product.

• CLINICIAN’S RESPONSIBILITY: You are responsible for including the instruction sheet from this package with every 
section you cut and provide from this roll. If you are unable to provide a printed version of this information, patients 
can be directed to TheraBandCLX.com/Info, which is also printed on the product.

• This product is not a toy and should not be used without adult supervision. Do not chew or allow others  (including 
pets) in your household to chew on this product. Consult your physician before allowing  children to exercise.

• Always examine TheraBand® CLX™ - Consecutive Loops before use for nicks, small tears, and punctures or 
for peeling at each seal that may cause the product to break paying close attention to areas where product has been 
attached, wrapped or secured to an anchoring device. If you find any flaws upon examination, discard the product 
and replace before performing any exercises.

• When cutting to a specific length, be sure to cut on the loop portion and not on any portion of the seal.

• Store product in a box or hang in dark area. DO NOT expose to direct sunlight or direct heat. 

• Do not use this product in any manner that may cause them to snap towards the head and cause injury to eyes. 
Always wear suitable eye protection during use.

• Remove rings, watches or other jewelry before using. Beware of long, sharp fingernails or any other objects on the 
floor or under your shoe that could puncture the product.

• Ensure that the product is securely fitted and/or anchored to accessories, and around the feet when applicable, 
during use. When holding inside the loop, always hold the seal versus the center of the loop for optimal safety.

• Be sure to use this product in an area free from obstructions that could cause an entanglement that could result in 
serious injury.
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• Detach from any accessories being used with the product before storing and only use provided storage components
to store product.

• Do not stretch product more than 4 times its resting length (300% elongation). This includes each loop individually 
and/or combined. Over elongating the product could result in serious injury.

• Do not use this product as a suspension device or while performing body weight training exercises that rely on the 
product to hold your body weight suspended in the air, these are not intended uses and could result in serious 
injury.

• When using this product in chlorinated water, special care is needed to maintain the product. After use in chlorinated 
water, rinse product thoroughly in tap water to remove any traces of chlorine. Allow product to air dry completely.

• Clean with mild soap and water, dry flat.

CAUTION: User must wear suitable eye protection such as safety goggles during these exercises 
to protect against possibility of eye injury as a result of the band or tube snapping towards the 
face if grip is lost or if the band or tube breaks.

Starting Position        Middle Position   Final Position      Middle Position

To avoid uncontrolled over elongation of the CLX, always leave a loop in between the feet when 
appropiate for specific exercises.
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Ankle Eversion  

Begin by sitting on a padded surface with both legs extended in front of you. Place your feet into the Easy Grip Loops™ 
with one seal in between your feet.  While one foot remains static lift the other toes, keeping your heal on the ground. 
Turn your foot with toe lifted outward and against the resistance of the CLX™. Hold briefly and slowly return to your 
starting position.
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Begin standing with your feet hip width apart. Anchor the CLX™ under your feet. Place your hand inside the Easy 
Grip Loops™ with either a closed or open hand grip making sure there is tension in the CLX when your arms are fully 
extended next to your side.  Keeping your upper arm static bend your elbow upward keeping your wrist straight, hold 
briefly and slowly return to starting position.

Bilateral Bicep Curl
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Bilateral Scaption

Begin by centering the CLX™ below the forward foot, while feet are hip width apart, in an athletic stance.  Grasp the 
other ends of the CLX (either in closed or open hand grip).  Make sure there is slight tension on the band while your 
hands are down at your sides. Keeping your elbows straight and your arms aligned slightly in front of your body, lift 
your arms until your arms are shoulder level with your thumbs facing the sky.  Hold briefly and slowly return to starting 
position.  Do not “shrug” your shoulders and keep your back straight while performing this exercise.  
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Place each hand in a loop at the ends of the CLX™. You can choose to do this exercise with an open grip or closed grip.  
Keeping your hands at chest level, begin pushing hands straight forward until they are fully extended in front of you at 
chest level. Hold briefly and then return to starting position.

Chest Press
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Begin by anchoring your CLX™ to a door anchor. Stand facing the anchor, which is at chest height, use one hand to 
grip an Easy Grip Loop™.  Holding the Easy Grip Loop back away from the anchor point, so that CLX has tension when 
arm is fully extended in front of you.  Pull the arm holding the CLX out to the side. Put other arm out in front of you 
with hand flexed and turn from your torso so that the flexed hand meets the CLX. Hold briefly and return to starting 
position to repeat.

Trunk Rotary Stabilization
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Begin by placing your foot in the middle Easy Grip Loop™ of your CLX™. Wrap the last Easy Grip Loop around your 
upper arm and grasp the other end in your hand. Lift your hand upward and outward as if you were cocking your 
shoulder to throw a ball. Slowly allow your throwing arm to come down across your body as if you were throwing a ball.

Dual Vector External Rotation at 90°
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Begin by lying flat on your back with one leg bent with foot on the floor and the other flat on the floor.  Place your bent 
foot in the desired Easy Grip Loop™ and grasp the other end of your CLX™.  Pull the CLX toward your head, raising 
your fully extended leg up so that you can feel a comfortable stretch in the back of your thigh.  Be sure to keep your 
leg straight throughout this exercise.

Eccentric Stretch
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Begin standing with your feet hip width apart. Place each foot in the last Easy Grip Loop™ on each end of the CLX.™ 
Cross your arms in front of you as you place middle of the CLX around the outside of your elbows. Maintain your arms 
with elbows bent at shoulder level as you slowly squat until your thighs are parallel to the floor. Keep your back and 
neck in a neutral position. 

Front Squat
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Place your feet through the Easy Grip Loops™, so that you are anchoring the CLX™ at your thighs, above your knees.  
Be sure there is one seal between your thighs.  Hold the rest of the CLX in both hands and place hands on your hips.  
You should be in an athletic stance with knees and hips slightly bent.  Step laterally against the CLX while keeping your 
back straight. Step back into starting position and repeat going the opposite direction.

Monster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster WalkMonster Walk
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While seated in a chair, place your foot inside an Easy Grip Loops™. Stabilize your forearms by placing them flat on 
your thighs with your fist facing upward (thumb on the outside).  Place your thumb into the Easy Grip Loop with your 
fist facing up. Turn your wrist toward the center of your body so that your fist is now facing down.  Be sure that you 
are only moving your hand and wrist, and that your forearm stays in a static position.  Hold briefly and slowly return 
to starting position.

Pronation
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Place each foot into an Easy Grip Loop™ with one loop in between feet. Begin on your hands and knees. Then place 
each hand into the last Easy Grip Loop on either side. Extend your leg until your knee is straight and parallel to the 
floor while stabilizing the CLX with your opposite hand and foot. Slowly return and repeat on the other side. Keep your 
head and neck in a neutral position throughout the exercise

Quadruped Arm & Leg Stabilization
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Resisted Lateral Lunger

Begin by anchoring your CLX™ to a door anchor or have your partner hold the ends of the CLX to stabilize it out to 
your side. Wrap the middle of the CLX around your waist. Step out to your side away from the CLX and slowly return. 
Keep your trunk upright.
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Begin by stepping on the middle Easy Grip Loop™ of the CLX™. Grasp the ends of the CLX loops in your hands. Step 
forward with your opposite foot as you raise your hands into a “blocking” position. 

Resisted Push
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Begin by laying on your side on a padded surface. Place both hands in an Easy Grip Loop™ at the desired distance to 
create appropriate resistance during the exercise. Resting on your bent arm directly below your shoulder, lift hips off 
of ground engaging core to stabilize you. With the opposite arm close to your side and elbow bent at 90° rotate your 
open hand outward until you can rotate no further. Hold briefly and return to starting position and repeat on both sides. 

Side Plank with External Rotation
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Wrap the CLX™ around a secure object and grip the ends of the last Easy Grip Loops™. Standing, so there is slight 
tension on the CLX with your arms straight forward, place your feet in an athletic stance and keep back straight. Pull 
the CLX towards your torso, hold briefly and slowly return to starting position. Be sure not to arch your back.

Standing Row
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Thoracic Extension

Begin by placing your feet in the last and opposite Easy Grip Loops™ of your CLX™.  Making sure the CLX forms an “X” 
in front of you, place your elbows in the center Easy Grip Loops.  Make sure the loops are anchored on your upper arm.  
Folding your arms place, your hands on your shoulders. Bend your trunk so that you hunch your back and lean forward.  
Pull against the resistance of the CLX and sit straight upward. Hold briefly and return to starting position, and repeat.
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